Abstract: A description of a pistol (rifle) cartridge often involves two ballistic coefficients that characterize its ballistic qualities with respect to various air resistance laws (ARLs
Introduction
For one projectil type (bullet) that has equal initial conditions (x 0 , y 0 , θ 0 , v 0 ), but its motion is characterized by two different ARLs, it is possible to calculate so-called «twins-trajectories». These are two trajectories with a practically identical form, but due to differences in ARLs descriptions, they have different values of the ballistic coefficients C. Errors related to inequality of such trajectories are usually not reported and itʼs completely unclear which of the external ballistic parameters x, y, θ, v for each of «twins-trajectories» has the greatest inconsistency.
In Europe and in the countries of North and South America, еxternal ballistics of small arms projectiles is generally based on the use of wellknown G1/G7 air drag models; however, ARLs like the 1943 year law and the Siacci law are often used in the Commonwealth of Independent States or in countries -former members of the Warsaw Pact (or in countries that had in the past a military-technical cooperation with that defense treaty). One of the objectives of this article is to show how to carry out a ballistic simulation by using the 1943 and Siacci ARLs with various forms of their mathematical expressions. The second task is to present equality or inequality of the ballistic curves obtained as a result of the estimation process. For reducing the computer simulation (calculation) time, we will use the Mathcad 15 computer algebra system.
From the point of view of external ballistics, it is interesting to estimate the ballistics of one of well-known pistols, for instance, of the 7.62mm Tokarev-TT 1 pistol using two previously mentioned ARLs. It is known that pistols based on the TT construction were produced in many countries and the 7.62×25 cartridge is widespread.
In the scientific article (Bogdanovich, 2012, p.42) one can find «…one of the best pistols based on the 7.62mm TT design was certainly the M57. This gun was constructed in Yugoslavia, at the «Zastava» plant and produced by Serbian «Zastava Arms» for export to various countries, including Europe and America». The arms plant «Crvena Zastava» (Kragujevac) began to produce the pistol-predecessor of the M57, namely the M54, in 1954 and at the same time the ammunition factory «Prvi Partizan» (Užice) launched a serial production of the 7.62×25mm Tokarev cartridges. In addition, it should be said that the TT pistol and its upgrades were manufactured in PRC (Type 51 & Type 54), in Hungary (M48, Tokagypt 58 with cartridge 9x19mm Para), in Romania (TTC), in DPR Korea (Type 68) and in other countries.
Ballistic and technical data. Table 1 shows the necessary technical specifications of TT-33, M54, and M57 pistols, important for evaluating their ballistics. Based on (http://popgun.ru,nd), the curves of pressure and bullet velocity vs rifling length (time) for the 7.62mm bullet of the TT-33 pistol in a logarithmic scale were built (Figure 1) . The main advantage of the logarithmic scale is that it allows «to stretch the graph» in the direction to the origin (to the point «0 mm» by using the argument bore length and to the point «0 seconds» by using the argument time). The fragment a of Figure 1 shows the change of the projectile velocity in the barrel; the fragment b indicates the internal ballistic curve of the mean pressure in the barrel. The dependences of the bullet velocity and the mean pressure as a function of time are also obtained (Figure 2 ). The graphs show that the bullet initial velocity is 420 mps, and the mean pressure maximum is 2234 kg/cm 2 . The duration of the intraballistic cycle for the TT-33 pistol is approximately 2.5 milliseconds.
The mathematical model. Longitudinal motion of a pistol bullet in the Earth's atmosphere can be described by the system of ODEs with an independent argument TOF (t) (Regodić, 2006) . This type of mathematical expression belongs to the Point-mass Trajectory Model type:
( 1) where v -the instantaneous bullet velocity, m/s; t -the time of flight, s; g -the acceleration of gravity at the point of departure, m/s2; θ -the angle of the velocity vector relative to the base of a trajectory, radian; ρ -the air density, kg/m3; m -the mass of projectile, kg; A -the cross section of the projectile, m2; C d -a drag function, dimensionless; x -the abscissa (horizontal range) of the trajectory, m; y -the ordinate of the trajectory, m.
The density of the air ρ as a function of the projectile flying altitude y:
where ρ 0 is the density of the air at the ground-level; H(y) is the function which indicates a relative variation of the air density with respect to the altitude y. Coefficients i and ARL models. According to collected sources, the i coefficients for the 7.62mm pistol bullet and 9mm bullets are shown in Table 2 . The 1943 law drag model is often used to describe ballistics of pistol bullets, for example, for 9mm Para cartridge (Jankových, 2012, p.29) or for 9mm Luger (https://guns.ru, nd).
The coefficient i can be calculated by the following formula (Faraponov et al, 2017, p.35) (Semikolenov et al, 1971 ) on the p.67 i is named as "the coefficient for the projectile shape". 5 The files for software Exterior Ballistics 2.5 (http://ballistics.eu/index.html, nd) contain data for the cartridge 9x18 Makarov with FMJ bullet (6.22 g.) and V 0 =346 mps: BC=0.1; drag model G1.
where i -the form coefficient, dimensionless; m -the mass of the projectile/bullet, kg; d -the caliber of the projectile/bullet, m; C -the ballistic coefficient of the projectile, m 2 /kg. «Although the coefficient i is usually regarded as a constant value, as it can be seen from the expression
it, strictly speaking, depends on the instantaneous projectile velocity.
Therefore, using a projectile (bullet) of the same shape in different ranges of velocity, we can get some discrepancies in the numerical values of the coefficient i. For the same reason, the value of the coefficient i for the same projectile and for the same initial velocity depends on the angle of departure (AOD). This is explained by the fact that changing of AOD gives a change in the velocity range along the trajectory» (Shapiro, 1946, p.58) .
For example, the relationship between the 1943 year ARL and the Siacci ARL in the range of up to 5 M is shown in Figure 3 (Khaikov, 2017, Using the value of the coefficient i, the caliber of the bullet, its mass, it is possible to calculate the ballistic coefficient C (Germershausen, 1982, p.159)
However, there is an alternative formula for calculating the ballistic
. In order to avoid misunderstanding, it is necessary to indicate a type of a calculation formula for ballistic coefficient determination. (i,v) in the form of a surface for i >1, the graph is stretched from the abscissa axis i times; for 0< i <1 this is the compression of the graph to the x-axis by 1/i times.
Therefore, the standard function
is the boundary between the «compression» and «stretching» zones of the C d (i,v) surface. Since any ballistic trajectory has the initial and striking velocity of the projectile, due to the surfaces C d (i,v) or C d (C,v) we can show the range of the coefficient C d that is necessary for flight path calculations.
Different forms of ARL expressions.
ARLs or function can be described as: a classical analytical function; a piecewise function and a spline function. The spline function can be regarded as a special kind of the piecewise function.
Analytical forms for the ARL of the 1943 year.
In view of the fact that the summit of the bullet trajectory in air for pistol external ballistics is not a large value, the speed of sound can be considered as a constant value.
That is in the formula

M=v/a,
where v -instantaneous bullet velocity; а -local speed of sound (constant).
The ARL of the 1943 year is a table-valued function that can be found in (Konovalov & Nikolayev, 1979, p.191 ) and approximated using a rational function:
The conducted investigation of possible approximation forms for the ARL of the 1943 year led to the following rational function (Khaikov, 2017, p.85 
Another form of mathematical expression for the ARL of the 1943 year is a sum of rational and exponential functions (R&EF) (Kozlitin & Omelyanov, 2016, p.29 
It should be noted that the rational function (i.e. first summand) uses only even powers (from 0 to 12, namely 0, 2, 4,..10, 12). R&EF is expressed by the following formula   
The research carried out in (Khaikov, 2017, p.88) showed that the matrixes P, Q, B and D in formula (3) may have different coefficients. For example, the matrices P 1 , Q 1 , B 1 and D 1 with alternative coefficients are presented below: 
The ARL of the 1943 year can be expressed as a piecewise function (5) (Khaikov, 2017, p.80 ) consisting of 9 unequal intervals. This function is a modification of the formula from (Konovalov& Nikolayev, 1979, p.84) in which one more interval is added The «PWF» subscript denotes a piecewisefunction.
Analytical forms for ARL of Siacci. The F-curve for the Siacci law is written (Mori, 2013, p (Shapiro, 1946, p.37)     2 4 10 74
The ARL of Siacci as a table-valued function can be found in (Konovalov & Nikolayev, 1979, p.191 ).
The technology of using spline functions is demonstrated in the appendix to this articleas well as in (Khaikov, 2018) .
Different forms of the mathematical notations for ARLs of the 1943 year and Siacci law are combined in Table 3 . 
At the point of departure, the value of the acceleration coefficient of gravity is determined as 9.18 m/s 2 . Further, it is necessary to determine the time interval of integration: its boundaries and the total number of integration points:
t end :=1.1 n points :=1000
The initial conditions (for formula (1)) are determined as a matrixcolumn y, which will contain their known numerical values: 

Alternatively, the data for the ARL may not be imported from the file, but be part of the D(t, y) matrix. In this case, data are written in the form of row-matrices (separated for velocities and separately for C d data). Next, as in the previous example, we use cubic spline interpolation. The following Mathcad command-line is showed using the solverfunction rkfixed for the numerical solution of (1) (Kir'yanov, 2012, p.259):
Num_Result := rkfixed(y, t beg , t end , n point , D) .
7 Variables vel, Cd should be described as global variables. They are introduced to the matrix D(t, y) using the «READFILE» Mathcad function.
The solver-function rkfixed is implemented in the non-stiff fourth order Runge-Kutta numerical method with a fixed step. More information about the integration of ODEs in Mathcad can be found in (Khaikov, 2018, p.298) . It was shown previously that for obtaining two trajectories with the same horizontal range but characterized by different ARLs, it is necessary to make selection of ballistic coefficients. This procedure allows obtaining sufficiently close forms of both ballistic trajectories. However, due to the fact that the bullet movement for each flight path is determined by the intrinsic ARL, then the bullet retardation process will not coincide with «twins-trajectories». For a comparison of dependencies between the elements of ODEs (1), the method developed in (Khaikov, 2018, p.281-303) will be used below. The solution of system (1) is represented as a five-dimensional space. Each element of this 5D-space is a function between the variables (x, y, θ, v) and the argument (t), obtained as a result of numerical solution (1). The angle θ is calculated in angular minutes (or minute of angle (MOA). Since the solution of system (1) depends on the ballistic coefficient, it becomes possible to compare the same-named dependencies (x 1 , y 1 , θ 1 , v 1 , t 1 ) , (x 2 , y 2 , θ 2 , v 2 , t 2 ) obtained for different values of the coefficients c 1 and c 2 . The entire set of relations between the variables and the independent argument of (1) is presented in Table 4 .The order of the values (x, y, θ, v, t) location in the 5-by-1001 matrix Num_Result and in Table 4 is different. -relationship between the variables of ODEs (1);
-relationship between variables (1) and argument (t);
-diagonal cells.
The graphs lying inside the green backgroundare the functions between the variables of ODE (1) (x, y, θ, v). The graphs located inside the blue background associate the variables with the argument TOF (t). The diagonal cells-graphs placed on a light yellow background of the graphics window show the functions depending on themselves, for example, «y is a function of y» and so on. A small red square on each of 25 graphs shows the starting point. If we plot a horizontal and vertical line through the starting points of any graph (see Figure 5 ), they will connect the starting points of the graphs along the vertical row and the horizontal line.
Results analysis. Determining the magnitude of the relative error (MRE) for pistol ballistics using two different ARLsis an important element of assessment. To do this, we find the MRE of the horizontal range, the height of the trajectory, the angle of inclination of the velocity vector and the instantaneous velocity as functions of TOF. The relative error is expressed in percent. The result of dividing the function Figure 6b . Thus, the MRE for the instantaneous velocity is approximately 2.8-3 times larger than the MRE for the horizontal range.
In contrast to the functions mentioned above, the functions   
Summary and conclusions
The evaluations and external ballistics trajectories of the TT pistol with 7.62×25mm Tokarev cartridge are given for two ARLs (the 1943 year and Siacci). The characteristic of the internal-ballistic period for the TT is shown. The calculation feature is to use various forms of the ARL mathematical notation: the classical analytical formulas, the piecewise formula and the function-tables form.
For the ARL of the 1943 year, a graphical interpretation of C d (i,v) function in the form of a surface and its main elements is visualized.
Depending on the value of the form coefficient i, it is demonstrated how the standard drag-function C d (v) is transformed.
A method of graphical comparison of the ballistic trajectory parameters is represented. This comparison takes place in a 5×5 matrix.
It is shown that due to the selection of the ballistic coefficients, it is possible to obtain sufficiently close «twins-trajectories». However, in connection with the fact that the movement of the bullet in each of them is determined by different ARLs, then the slowing down of the bullet on each of them will have its own independent nature and therefore will not coincide with the «twins-trajectories».
The computer simulation considered for the ARLs of the 1943 year and Siacci for the 7.62×25 Tokarev cartridge indicates that the profiles of the function of instantaneous projectile velocity vs time of flight had the greatest non-coincidence in relation to other ballistic parameters (e.g. horizontal range, height of the trajectory, etc.) The obtained maximum of the relative error was 0.8%. Its magnitude localizes at the point of impact. The simulation results showed that the MRE for the instantaneous velocity is approximately 2.8-3 times larger than the MRE for the horizontal range. 
